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The solely logistics platform of China Merchant Group.

The biggest transportation and logistics company in China.

Sinotrans Limited

Company Introduction

By utilizing our abundant resources within China and our

service network across the globe, we are able to keep the

transport channel open and stable, hence assisting the fight

against the COVID-19 pandemic worldwide, helping

countries, enterprises and individuals to deliver essential

medical supplies and living materials around world.



Block-train Services

Between Asia and Europe

More specifically in railway transportation, as

the one-belt and one-road initiatives are

benefiting countries along the corridor for the

past few years, Sinotrans had developed

regularly and on-demand block-train services

between Asia and Europe, and these block-

train services had shown its unique value

during the pandemic.

As the ocean transport took big hits, cargos are

diverging to railway and air transport for more

reliable and stable supply chain solutions.



After years of developing our railway services, Sinotrans had

operated regularly liner services from Lanzhou, Shilong, Xian,

Changsha, Shenyang, Xinxiang, Weihai,Shenzhen in China

directly to various Central-Asia and European destinations.

We established our EURO-ASIA regional office in Belorussia,

dedicated to handle and coordinate our railway business

between the two continents.

In Moscow, we partnership with Russian railways to set up

Bereast logistics center for block-train services.

In Europe, we acquired road transportation company KLG to

fulfill the last-mile delivery needs of our customers.



Volumes of China-

Europe freight trains 

delivered by Sinotrans

in 2020, Sinotrans had operated over 

1580 international block-trains
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Suggestions on 
maximize the advantages 
of rail transportation

Pushing the one-stop custom clearance across the block-train

traveling countries.

The China customs had developed the fast-pass clearance

mode on Chinese land port to improve the efficiency of the

block trains.

We wish to work with countries in Central Asia and Europe to

develop a two-way custom authentication to create a one-stop

custom clearance service o further shorten the transit time.



Suggestions on 
maximize the advantages 
of rail transportation

Pushing the electronization of the transport documents such

as Bill of lading.

We would like to work with countries along the corridor to

create a widely-recognized documentation for block train

services.

By electronization of such document, to further simplify the

transaction process.



Suggestions on 
maximize the advantages 
of rail transportation

To build a China-Europe block train E-platform for sharing

information between related government department, customs,

logistics companies and the end-users.

By building this platform, we are aiming to create a public

services that will benefit all parties involved in the block-train

services.



Thank you for your attention.

www.sinotrans.com


